
Welcome to the laundry room, 
a both private and public place 
with a political and revolutionary 
history and a present covered in 
disciplining notes.

TVÄTTSTUGAN -a civic classroom.
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WELCOME!

“This event is connected to my master studies in architecture at UMA, Umeå School of Architecture. We were given the assignment to map an object and find a project 
through what we found. My object was angry notes and they lead me here, to the laundry room where I’m today going to talk about this unique and interesting place and 
together with you think about what the laundry room is and might be able to be.”



“Without putting on outdoor clothes we can access a well equipped, modern and effective laundry 
room. Isn’t it quite amazing? Or are you rather thinking, ‘what a hassle to have to plan, book, and 
share a space with unknown neighbors’? The laundry room, tvättstugan as we know it here in 
Sweden leaves no one unmoved.”



Kristina Lunds book 
‘The laundry room, a Swedish history’.

2009.

“Welcome, today I’m going to hold a lecture on the laundry room based on the book ‘Tvättstugan: a Swedish history’ that is written by Kristina Lund, she is an ethnologist 
at the Nordic Museum (Nordiska museet) in Stockholm.  This book was written for an exhibition about Folkhemmet, ‘the civic home’ that was held at Nordiska Museet back 
in 2009. Tvättstugan was published together with other books that contemplated and described the development of the Folkhem ideology and of how it redesigned and 
rethought the different elements of the home and the ‘good citizen’. The books that were written were called ‘Köket’, ’Vardagsrummet’, ’Sovrummet’, ’Badrummet’ and of 
course ’Tvättstugan’. All of the pictures used in my slideshow are from the Nordic museeum archives or from HSBs website.”

“The laundry room, is a Swedish institution sprung out of the ideology of Folkhemmet, where everyone, no matter class 
should be able to easily wash clothes and be clean. It is a meeting place where written and unwritten rules often makes 
for conflicts. To share ‘smuts’, dirt, and expose underware and other personal and intimate items with others is not 
easy. The tvättstuga is still with us, even though Sweden today is characterized by independence and individualism, 
and it is as typically Swedish as the systembolag and the allemansrätten, (the righ of public access).”



Guldheden is built according to the 
Folkhem-standard, Gothenburg, 1951.

“The Swedish Folkhem was a term used by the social democrats to define and explain the intentions of their well fare and prosperity politics. The ideas behind Folkhemmet 
has often also been called ‘Den svenska modellen’ the Swedish model, which was built on a chain of social reforms. The basic idea was that Sweden was to be a good 
home for everyone, a civic home, where the state carried the responsibility for providing possibilities for ordinary people to live in social and economical comfort and 
security. “



“The tvättstuga, which in English directly translated: washing lodge or washing cottage. This name doesn’t refer thoughts directly to the urban life that most of us live today, 
but it is still here and is still widely used. The name tvättstuga is around 370 years old, and started to be used in 1640 according to the language researcher Rune Palm and 
stems from the old farming society when activities were split up into different houses, there was the bagarstuga (the baking lodge) for example and the tvättstuga, and the 
name is today well anchored in our language.” 



“Today more than 70% of Swedish tenants use a common laundry room and 55% of the Swedish population live in multiple family houses and in most of these you have 
access to common laundry rooms. Laundry rooms can of course look very different, many or few people share many or few laundry rooms and can book them online or 
through signing a physical list. In this laundry room we are 34 apartments sharing 3 laundry rooms where as in Rinkeby in Malmö there is a laundry room where 22 families 
can wash their clothes all at the same time. Few chores are as connected to everyday life as having the laundry room booked. Tediousness, waiting and routine are 
considered foul language where change, flexibility and play are ideal. Washing clothes are a central part of life for most but also something ordinary and trivial that is given 
little attention. It is a Sisyphean job, a tedious and heavy, never ending task. Washing is eternal. As true as it is that we get clean when we wash, it is true that we get dirty 
again.” 



“The very heavy labour of doing laundry, carrying, heating water over fire, soaking, rinsing and beating the clothes by lakes and streams is only distant memory today. But 
in early 1900s the washing of clothes was only performed a couple of times a year in what was called ‘storbykar’, which means big washes. The soap was homemade and 
together with lye, sometimes lard, big cooking pots, brushes, washing boards and a beating stick, clothes were cleaned over many days time. It was very heavy labour and 
was completely entitled to women. Along with the continuing industrialization and modernisation new traits appeared and some were those of the washer and the mangler. 
Urbanisation and the growing middleclass created a demand for such services and these professions grew fastest in the cities. Sweden was in the early 1900s a country 
with very big class divisions, many were poor and the major emigration to America had brought the economic development to a halt. But as emigration subsided more 
people started to move from the countryside into the capital and other cities, searching for what they though would be a better life.”



“Back then washing clothes was not simple, on the countryside at least there were lakes and streams. In the cities, much of the available open water was dirty from having 
industry and boats spewing oil and col emissions out into it. There were washing houses, share-, collective- and block laundry rooms sometimes equipped with primitive 
washing machines, but these were often far away and difficult to access because of the high demand. Drying facilities were often located in cold attics where laundry would 
have to hang for days to get dry. Underwear and smaller laundry was boiled on the stove inside the home and as it was difficult to wash clothes it was also difficult to wash 
oneself.” 



“Until the 1930s Sweden had the worst living standards in Europe, this was the case in the whole country but particularly in the cities. Many lived on little space in poor and 
insufficient dwellings that were damp, dark and dirty. The lack of hygiene and cramped living spread disease very effectively many died of typhus and cholera. During the 
1930s many different political and social movements started working towards change. Determined opinions were voiced in the social debate trying to get politicians to clean 
up the misery.  The people called for the issue of poor housing and dirt, to be taken on by the state. The ideology that came to be known as ‘den nya sakligheten’ the new 
objectivity, came to be the main feature of the time in both art, architecture and planning but also in social debate.”

‘Lort-Sverige’, dirty Sweden, was a report made by Ludvig Nordström in 1938, which revolutionized Swedish investigative journalism and was widely spread. He wrote 
‘Sweden has dirt within its boarders, too much dirt to be able, with calm to tolerate it. This dirt must be ridded of us as quickly and thoroughly as possible. And this not only 
for the prestige of the nation but for what is much more important, for the effectiveness of the nation. We cannot afford to have this much dirt in the national machinery.’



“The couple Alva and Gunnar Myrdal were prominent voices within this development and wrote a book together called ‘Kris I befolkningsfrågan’, a crisis within demography, 
which was published in 1934 and stressed the importance of the home and well organized family life, and warned of the destructive effects of a poor childhood to both 
mental an physical health. They claimed, that better housing, together with reforms was the cure and solution to low nativity and emigration.” 

“Alva Myrdal fought for women’s rights and opportunities. She wanted to solve what she called the general issue, the difficulties to combine wage 
labor and family life. Her solution was to make the labor of the home more effective. Laundry should be given away, daycare establishments were to 
take care of children and restaurants were to cook the food.” Alva Myrdal

1945



“In ‘Lort Sverige’ Nordström mentions how the dirt is not only a social but also a moral problem, the spiritual dirt as he put it, was spreading along 
with out-dated ideas and stale ideals like bad housing, and they needed to be cleaned out. The idea historian Ronny Ambjörnsson writes of how the 
social democrats of the time pushed a hygiene campaign within the national working class, hygiene became the fashion-word of the 1930’s.”
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Functionalist 
housing in 

Sorgenfri in 
Malmö.

1950 

“This is where the functionalistic mind-set was anchored, in politics, in architecture, in affordability for all and in hygiene; new dwellings were to be light, easily cleaned, 
practical and comfortable ridding the country of the dirty slum.” 



Per Albin Hansson
1945

“In the famous speech made by the social democrat Per Albin Hansson in 1928 he proclaimed guidelines for the workingclass and the creation 
of the new Sweden, it was to be based on solidarity, equality, security and justice – everyone was to live well and the state were to take care of 
the weak. Within architecture the functionalistic ideas had its major breakthrough when the Stockholm World-exhibition was held in the 1930’s.” 



“This politically loaded housing issue along with the feminist movements intentions to free the housewife’s was strongly connected to the development of laundry rooms in 
the country. Doing laundry took up a lot of time and if this task was solved, women would be able to use their time getting educated and involved in politics and the social 
debate. So women were now meant to both go out into the work life and take care of the chores of the home. This issue was intensely discussed and in the 40s the strongest 
voice urged women to commit to getting a job outside the home and later in the 50s the opinion went back to circulating a very strong housewife-ideal. Still, it was the 
responsibility of the state to solve these issues and provide solutions. So as the housewife ideal prevailed through the 50s the state proposed a raising of the status of the 
housework through further rationalisation, the woman was to become a housework expert.”



Sven Wallander, HSB.
1940

“The criticism that came up mainly circulated the practise of getting used to these new machines. Many women were worried the machines 
would destroy the clothes and not clean them as well as hand washing would. But quickly the criticism subsided when laundry that would 
normally take a week to do would be finished within a day. Calculations made at the time showed that the washing machine in itself would 
save 150 million work hours in a year in Sweden.” 

“The housing cooperation HSB also had an essential role in the development of laundry rooms in Sweden. The cooperation’s first manager was the architect Sven 
Wallander and he pushed the new thinking of how the housework was to be made easier for women to make them able to spend their time doing other things. Already 
in 1925 HSB introduced the first machine based laundry room in Röda Bergen in Stockholm. The model these laundry rooms were to follow entailed electrical washing 
machines, centrifuge dryers, and steam dryers. That the laundry room was situated in the same house as its users were living was entirely new. In a couple of years the new 
functionalistic buildings that were constructed would not only include fully furnished laundry rooms but also, garbage shoots, hot water, modern bathrooms and kitchens.”



“The hunt for the rational way of doing house-work spanned from the 1930’s to the 1980’s, when architects, engineers, politicians, planners and house wife organisations 
got engaged in creating change there came the need for rules and regulations. In 1944 ‘Hemmets forskningsinstitut’ the institute for home research, the present 
‘Konsumentverket’, the consumers organisation, started researching and analysing legislation supporting the development of housing.”

“Rules were set defining what was good housing, and to be able to wash clothes within the facilities was considered one of the elements making it 
good. Washing factories, Laundromats and other commercial laundry services popped up but slowly the common laundry room situated within the 
same facilities as one lived was what most people desired and preferred.“
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A part of Stockholms ‘Allmänytta’.
Allmän - public, common

Nytta - service, utility

“The municipally owned non-profit public housing companies, ‘Allmännyttan’, were established during the 40s and 50s in Sweden and still constitute a grand proportion of 
Swedish housing today. It was through these municipally owned compaines that the new standards could automatically be implemented without discussion, and quickly 
private landlords followed. Also the post-war political agenda along with the vision of HSB convinced both property owners as much as tenants of the importance of this 
determined housing development. The state subsidised loans for housing development and soon day-care centres, garbage rooms, meeting rooms, play rooms for children 
and of course laundry rooms were to be accessible in every housing block.”

“Legislation saying that tenants have the right to laundry facilities, as mentioned was passed in the 40’s but it was in the 
50’s that the laundry room really had its breakthrough. In the late 50’s 80% of all households in multiple family residential 
buildings hade access to laundry rooms and only a few years later in the 60’s 90% had access to a laundry room. Laundry 
had become solitary work. The Folkhems idea lived on but evolved into having more to do with the machines, environmental 
impact and it-solutions. For example in the 80’s the question if the negative impact of the dryer on the clothes was a hot issue 
and later in the 90’s the low energy washing machines had their break through.”



SWEDISH LAW STATES,
TENANTS HAVE A RIGHT TO LAUNDRY FACILITIES.
“Utöver vad som anges i sjätte stycket krävs det för att lägsta godtagbara standard skall 
uppnås
1. att det finns tillgång både till förrådsutrymmen inom fastigheten och till anordning för 
hushållstvätt inom fastigheten eller inom rimligt avstånd från den, och
2. att huset inte har sådana brister i fråga om hållfasthet, brandsäkerhet eller sanitära 
förhållanden som inte skäligen kan godtas. Lag (2003:626).”

“The rules implemented in the 40’s have been adjusted to fit contemporary needs but they still imply. Tenants have the right to washing facilities in or in direct connection 
to their home, if there are none then they should be provided with washer and dryer in their own apartment. A laundry room often entail washing machines, dryer, a drying 
closet, an ironing board, a mangler and often industrial washers able to wash rugs and heavy duty laundry. Same is for cooking utilities and a proper bathroom with 
possibilities to wash. This kind of legislation is unique in the world, not in any other country can you find such thorough legislation supporting tenants rights to such utilities 
and facilities.”



Heidi Duckler Dance Theatre 
‘Laundromatinee’ 

2008 

“The laundry room has an essential role as a meeting place in many residential buildings. Neighbours hang our and socialize. It is both a common and private space. 
Though much irritation occurs here so does friendships and sometimes-even love. Many housing companies are invested in development of the laundry, room trying to 
make it more pleasant and open for encountering neighbours and creating community. TV and book corners are found around, for example in Geografigränd here in Umeå 
there is a large laundry room library that sometimes hosts art exhibitions.”

“If you ask around it is often you hear stories of people becoming friends, lifelong friends, and husbands and wife’s, because of 
encounters made in the laundry room. And when the public dentistry center in Tensta wanted to come in contact with women with 
Kurdish and Turkish backgrounds, nurses and doctors with similar backgrounds then realized that going to the local laundry rooms 
was a good way of meeting these women. Also within film the theme of laundry room scenes is commonly found, effectively depicting 
every day life. Ylva Hemstrands documentary ‘ About laundry and people: the world in a laundry room’ is filmed in the laundry room 
where the public dentistry center visited.”



argalappen.se
2016

“But there are also problematic stories foretold about our dear laundry room. When different peoples ideas of what is clean and not collide, conflicts appear. The laundry 
room being semi-private space, an in-between the public and the private. There is probably many in here that have experience from a laundry room conflict, the stories 
are many. Someone got lint in their mailbox after forgetting to clean the lint filter in the dryer, someone else got their laundry thrown in the trash and someone else got their 
favourite jeans stolen. It is the negative stories that get told, no one talk about having done their laundry without any problems at all, which is probably the most common 
case.” 

“In a survey from 2007 preformed by Hem och Hyra, members magazine of the national tenants organisation (Hyresgästföreningen) one out of five 
tenants have been in a conflict in the laundry room. It is most often fights about laundry hours not being followed or being stolen but also often about 
cleaning and about forgetting not to clean the lint filter. The laundry room can be studied as a mini society with an inner struggle about who has the right 
to the space and the machines. People have restricted territories and when these are violated conflicts arise. The proximity to many strangers and the 
small space makes us feel jostled and we react with irritation or even anger. In 2008, 72 cases of violence or threats in laundry rooms were reported only 
in Stockholm. Landlords use signs, information and technical solutions to try and build away the problem. Often facility caretakers (kvartersvärdar) are 
educated in conflict handling methods and some landlords hire professional mediators to solve problems.”



David Batras 
book about 
angry notes 

‘They who dont 
clean the lint 
filter will die!’

2008

“David Batra wrote a book about angry notes called ‘They who don’t clean out the lint will die!’, it collects a variety of angry notes and claims the note being a harmless 
and maybe necessary passive aggressive way of ventilating irritation. What is more worrying is the common feeling of insecurity in the laundry room. In the same survey 
as mentioned before a majority of tenants feel unsafe in their laundry rooms. Often they are in basements or attics with no windows, away from cell phone reception and 
possible help is an accident occurs or if a perpetrator strikes.” 



HSB Living Lab and the ‘laundry studio’, 
a place for washing and socializing.

2016

“Today many landlords and housing companies are investigating solutions to these problems. For example HSB together with Chalmers University in Gothenburg are 
researching and testing future home solutions in projects they call HSB Living Lab, and Homes of tomorrow. The Living Lab is an actual building where they have built in 
different ideas of how to live and now allow students and researchers to live in there and account for their experiences. Here the laundry room has been given an essential 
role because of its environmental, economical and social potentials. Many of the reasons for conflict that I’ve mentioned are here taken under consideration in the redesign 
and restructuring process. Online booking systems, apps and other high-tech solutions are implemented in these laundry studios as they are calling them. The laundry room 
has also been resituated and is now placed in the front room with many windows to allow for social monitoring to eliminate poor behaviour and insecurity. These studios are 
also equipped with computers, wifi, sofas, board games etc. to make for a place where people can gather and socialize while waiting for their laundry to get done.” 

“As for the economical and environmental aspect the trend of people installing their own washing machine in their separate apartments make for a lot of od-item washing 
which is both un economical and bad for the environment and as laundry detergent erodes pipes the need for stem changes in buildings must be done more often, which is 
a very pricey business. This instead of having a laundry room with pipe systems specially designed to resist detergent erosion. As for the economic aspect of the individual 
many landlords have started installing pay-per-load systems (Bostaden for example), which lifts the add-on cost of laundry room usage and makes you pay for each load of 
laundry that you do (around 8kr/load). This makes you not have to pay for your neighbours laundry usage but only your own. And according to HSBs investigations this has 
been much successful both economically for the individual and for the company, and environmentally since people start washing more consciously, less odd-item loads, 
people fill the machines properly and wash less loads. Same is for washing machines with built-in detergent and softener feeders, here the only complaint is that people 
often want to be able to choose what detergent and smell of softener they want to use.”



A common modern and digitalized laundry room in Malmö.
2016

“Though the laundry room is getting modernized and improved, in the survey in Hem och Hyra many say that they would prefer to have their own machine in their own 
separate apartments. This mostly to be able to rid them of another thing they have to plan in they already planned and busy lives. But as you have hopefully understood from 
my lecture here, the laundry room is about so much more than just laundry so whilst families with many children with all right should have their own machine to help with their 
life puzzle the researchers at Chalmers are positive that the laundry room will prevail and follow us into the future helping us live more economically, environmentally and 
socially sustainable.” 



THANK YOU!
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“And now, this initiative is meant to circulate and investigate mainly the common and the social in the laundry room and to see how it can be discussed together and 
developed commonly. Thank you again for coming, lets proceed to have a little workshop and some fika.”


